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Greetings! I am somewhat embarrassed to admit that, as a Professor of History, I have been
utterly ignorant of key elements of world history! Actually I have taken consolation in knowing
two things: that my ignorance was shared by all my colleagues, and that the things I did not
know were not knowable.
I was led to your site by an acquaintance in a local seminary who assured me I would hear a
cogent explanation of those missing elements. Out of mere curiosity I visited your website. As
your explanations unfolded, it became clear to me that the Bible is indeed an invaluable resource
for historical information and that you are especially gifted in presenting these perspectives in
an engaging and winsome manner.
You have a unique grasp of many disciplines, including linguistics and physical science. You are
therefore able to draw conclusions many who have specialized areas of expertise could miss.
I was delighted to hear very plausible, or better, likely explanations for fundamentals such as the
origins of the Sumerians, Egyptians, and the Babylonians.
{History of the World #s 1-9}

I concur with you that the present understanding of what you call “accepted” world history does
contain imbedded contradictions, namely the progress from stone – bronze – iron ages, as well
as the Cro-Magnon – Neanderthal – Homo Sapiens progression.
I look forward with anticipation to your presentation.
Best wishes!
Boston, Massachusetts
Greetings to you as well.
I was delighted to receive your email. It is clear that you are an excellent professor, and that I
would greatly benefit by your teaching.

I hope you keep listening and also communicating. I will give respect and consideration to any
feedback, including criticisms, you may have.
Grace and peace to you
Johnny Tatum

Johnny,
I have indeed continued to listen, always with keen interest – as you assimilate vast realms of
science, occasionally with astonishment – as you present a very powerful case for the Stone /
Bronze/ Iron ages being proto-Africans working their way back, rather than forward, and
frequently with amusement as you gently dare academicians to challenge you.
{History of the World #s 5-8}

I assure you that I, and many others throughout the country, am continuing to listen, even
though much of what you are saying is creating deep consternation to our cherished beliefs.
That's probably not a bad thing.
Thank you for the invitation to continue to communicate. I will.
Boston, Massachusetts

The World History lessons are the most awesome studies I have ever heard.
I have an mp3 player dedicated to this alone.
Detroit, Michigan

I don't believe a word of what you're saying but I can't disprove anything.
Lansing, Michigan

This is just a quick note to tell you that I am a Humanist, firmly believing in evolution
and yet I am strangely drawn to your history study.
Extremely interesting and so far I've heard nothing I could seriously challenge.
New Haven, Connecticut

Dear Radical Grace friends:
How can I say thanks for your sermons?
I am a college student forced to hear nothing but evolution. No God, no life beyond this one.
I've been so disturbed because, as you said, I felt inadequate to deal with these issues, but I also
felt an obligation to address these things.
Now I have such great peace knowing that I have the answers in the Bible and knowing what to
do – and specific questions to ask.
May God bless you.

{History of the World #s 8 & 9}

Ann Arbor, Michigan

These history studies are extremely intriguing.
The study which describes Cro-Magnon descending from, rather than evolving into
a higher form is fascinating.
{History of the World #s 8 & 9}

I, for one, hope you continue with this series.
Ithaca, New York

Several of us students at ___________ have been listening with great interest to your World
History lessons. We're compiling a list of questions to ask our professors.
This is great stuff.

Awesome. Wow.

Boston, Massachusetts

“History of the World”.
Like I've never heard it before.
And it makes sense.
Trinidad

February 2011

Several students here at ________________ are addicted to your “History of the World” lectures –especially a group of us in the Biology and Anthropology curriculum. What a great stroke to
base your arguments against evolution on the actual quotes from evolutionists!
We're accustomed to the typical tired old arguments from the Christian community. They are
laughable. Not this. We've never seen anything like this.
And how awesome that you cited specific names, books and even page numbers. It was almost
too easy to check -– which we did.
{History of the World #9}

We then took these quotes to our professors naively questioning how we could resolve the
“paradoxes”, which you –correctly – refer to as “contradictions”. We were especially shocked
by the quote from Leakey himself – the god of evolution, who said he has only “meager”
evidence.
WOW!
Some of the professors seemed to be genuinely shocked by what we presented from your
studies. Some were not aware that many of the presented reconstructions were fraudulent.
All were at a total loss to explain how it is that human beings and human culture began in
Turkestan and yet
1) Neither fossils nor archeological records exist from that area and
2) the evidence for earlier cultures is as far away as possible from the place of alleged
origin.
Our professors are no doubt feeling very unsettled about all this and basically so far they're
admitting they have no answers.
We hope you continue with such excellent quality. It's so fascinating.
I'm even considering going to church for the first time in my life.
Do you know of any place where we can hear similar type presentations?
Boston, Massachusetts

I have no words to express my gratitude to you for your History lessons.
What a refreshing idea, and what a powerful presentation. We're so blessed.
We could never find any curriculum like this and you give it away.
Thank you and may God bless your ministry.
Knoxville, Tennessee

The World History lessons are such a blessing.
I love the way you consistently present spiritual application to every message.
I pray that unbelievers will be drawn in to you.
Charlottesville, North Carolina

The “Simeon Says” message is an absolute gem.
Thanks for sharing.
Terre Haute, Indiana

Simeon says, indeed.
Simeon spoke to me today.
Thanks for being his voice!
Calgary, AB, Canada

{The “Simeon Says” lesson can be found in “The Life of Jesus” series #6}

Awesome powerful history lessons.
And Spirit led.
Baltimore, Maryland

The World history is one of the most amazing studies I have ever seen.
You tie literally everything together.
It’s our sole curriculum for history and the Bible. All in one!
Winnipeg, MB Canada

The Joshua lessons are so wonderful.
My unbelieving husband is drawn to them like a magnet.
I was shocked when he bought an iPod just to save them.
Praise God!
Anaheim, California

I can't tell you how much I am getting from your sermons on Elijah.
What a gift to draw so much powerful lessons from these stories.
Truly supernatural.
Queens, New York

I love the Elijah sermons so much.
I'm hungry for more. Any plans to continue with Elisha ?
London, England

The "History of the World" series certainly sounded like an ambitious project.
And you're doing it!
I have searched for years in vain for something like this.
Don't bother looking. There is nothing remotely like this.
You're obviously creating your own outline - the only one that makes any sense!
Boston, Massachusetts

What a pleasant surprise.
It’s very rare to encounter someone who has an obvious Classical education.
And even more rare that you bring that knowledge to bear on the Scriptures.
Madison, Wisconsin

Behind that casual, humorous voice is the powerful voice of Holy Spirit.
You've convinced me that history is indeed "His Story".
Thank you for being my spiritual tour guide.
Salem, Massachusetts
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